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Head of statistics

• Help journalists find and tell better stories with numbers

• Help editors judge quality of evidence

• Communicate the BBC’s commitment to stats/evidence

• Bridge to the statistical community



Inspirational quote

Inbetweeners 2 (2014) Bward Productions



You are the newsdesk







Example: 
Sept 2018



Three roles

• Desk editor
• Manage the others, tell the main news desk what the top line is

• Economics correspondent
• Write a TV cue for your appearance on the channel

• Online writer
• Write a 50 character headline for the story. 



Things you know but they don’t



Online writer

We should look at wages EXCLUDING bonuses



Economic correspondent

• The Bank of England uses CPI. So the BBC uses CPI. Do these figures 
use CPI? 



Editor

• Someone wrote in last month and said we should not use a single 
month’s inflation. 

• Now we have to use the average inflation over the last three months. 



The release

https://bit.ly/2H7hWr7

@robertcuffe

https://bit.ly/2H7hWr7


Inflation

• https://bit.ly/2qF30pT

https://bit.ly/2qF30pT












What happened?



Live page

9:32 BREAKING: Wage growth steady at 2.8%...

9:33 BREAKING: Unemployment falls… 

9:36 BREAKING: Employment at record high…

….

9:56 Quote from Fidelty International
"Real wage growth has turned positive for the first time 
since January 2017"

10:17 Quote from Hargreaves Lansdown
“The squeeze on incomes isn’t quite over, as prices rose 
at an annual rate of 2.9%... it looks certain we’ll see real 
wages start to grow again in the coming months”
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So what’s the headline?
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Get the words about the numbers right

• Be clear on signal size and strength of evidence
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Communicating it clearly

• Bacon is a definite carcinogen based on 800 studies

• 70g of processed meats increases risk of colorectal cancer by 18%
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Communicating it clearly
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Can you describe your research in accessible terms? Does it have 
applications within other areas?

Most problems I work on are related to geometric structures on surfaces and 
their deformations. In particular, I am interested in understanding hyperbolic 
surfaces. Sometimes properties of a fixed hyperbolic surface can be better 
understood by studying the moduli space that parameterises all hyperbolic 
structures on a given topological surface.
These moduli spaces have rich geometries themselves, and arise in natural 
and important ways in differential, hyperbolic, and algebraic geometry. There 
are also connections with theoretical physics, topology, and combinatorics. I 
find it fascinating that you can look at the same problem from different 
perspectives and approach it using different methods.
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